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Type the text changes in the space below (show deletions as strike-through and additions as bold underlined):

3.4 ENTRY
For control purpose, organizers using online registration must provide the concerned NAC with an emailed copy of any modification of entries from that country, within a reasonable time.

Type the reasons in the space below:

What is registered online escapes all control from the NAC and is automatically published on the organizer's site. The current only control way a NAC has, is to dedicate a person to check daily what has been registered. There should be a better way. Our above proposal is one way, but we are opened to any rule that would solve this problem. Another way would be to provide access only to NAC’s through a password system.

Provide supporting data or reference to external documents for the proposed technical amendments in the space below:

Here are the two problems Belgium encountered last year.
One pilot, relatively new to the sport and out of the selection process registered himself in the 20M class EGC last year. After being noticed, our NAC had him successfully withdrawn by the Polish organization. no further action was taken, but he stayed on the entry list for about 3 weeks. Not only was this information incorrect, but could have been fraudfully used to attract sponsors at the expense of other rightfully selected pilots.
Another pilot wrongly registered at the JWGC with an incorrect country entry name. This incorrect country name, on the site, was never corrected during the contest; but it was also given to the second representative of our country. This problem was only identified during the contest, but all attempts to get it corrected by the Hungarian organizers failed.
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